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Discrete port-controlled Hamiltonian dynamics and average passivation
Alessio Moreschini1,2 , Mattia Mattioni1 , Salvatore Monaco1 and Dorothée Normand-Cyrot2

Abstract— The paper discusses the modeling and control of
port-controlled Hamiltonian dynamics in a pure discrete-time
domain. The main result stands in a novel differential-difference
representation of discrete port-controlled Hamiltonian systems
using the discrete gradient. In these terms, a passive output map
is exhibited as well as a passivity based damping controller
underlying the natural involvement of discrete-time average
passivity.
Index Terms— Lyapunov methods; Energy systems; Algebraic/geometric methods

I. I NTRODUCTION
Numerous physical systems as electromechanical and
electrical systems admit a geometric structure, called portcontrolled Hamiltonian (pcH). These Hamiltonian dynamics
are described in terms of a power-conserving geometric
structure capturing the basic interconnections between different components of the process, and a Hamiltonian function
given by the total stored energy. A major efficiency of these
forms relies on the possibility to assign under feedback
a desired energy, dissipation and equilibrium so referring
to the well known Energy Shaping (ES) and Damping
Injection (DI) or Interconnection and Damping Assignment
(IDA) passivity based control which are powerful control
strategies managing the energy balance between the different
components of the process (see [1], [2]).
What has been said essentially refers to continuous-time
modeling while a few recent work attack the discrete-time
framework in terms of discrete gradient operators which
were essentially developed in the literature to cope numerical
integration aspects and variational calculus (see [3], [4]). In
these work (see [5]–[8]), the discrete gradient operator is
suitably used to capture energy exchanges and characterize
power conservative or dissipative Hamiltonian structures in
discrete time. However, many of these approaches rely on
a given continuous-time pcH structure so giving rise under
sampling to discrete structures which preserve conservative
or dissipative properties in an approximate meaning which
deserves some more specification (see [7]–[12]).
In this paper, discrete-time pcH dynamics are introduced
in the difference/differential representation (DDR) context
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proposed in [13]. Exploiting such representation it is possible
to split the dynamics into its free evolution expressed in
terms of a discrete gradient with the desired interconnection
and damping structural properties between the components,
plus an input source. On these bases, an energy-balance
equation is given so characterizing the relation between the
stored, dissipated, and energy supplied by the source. In
this scenario, average passivity as proposed in [14] naturally
arises to define a passivating output. Its description in terms
of the discrete gradient is discussed as well as the relative
damping feedback strategies.
An interesting discussion is also performed to compare
the proposed pcH structure with the one more commonly
adopted in the literature which does not explicitly split the
dynamics into its free and controlled evolutions but privileges
the gradient form to more easily cope with the power
conserving or dissipating properties of the dynamics. It is
shown that these pcH forms and their associated passivating
output can be reinterpreted in terms of average passivity
from/around a certain control value [15]. Finally, the pcH
models and control strategies here proposed are detailed in
the constructive case represented by input-affine dynamics
with quadratic Hamiltonian. In that case some optimality criteria can also be fulfilled. An academic example is discussed
to illustrate the performances of the average passivity based
stabilizing controller in a comparative way with respect to a
more classical approach [7], [8]. Relations with more classical pcH forms in discrete time are discussed and the impact
of the energy balance equation, which splits the supplied
from the naturally dissipated energy (independently of the
control) is clearly illustrated with a significant improvement
of the damping performances with respect to the more usual
passivity-based control strategies.
The paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries on
discrete-time systems and discrete gradients are given in Section II. Discrete-time port-controlled Hamiltonian dynamics
are introduced in Section III by enforcing energy properties
in terms of u-average passivity. In Section IV, a further
discussion with respect to classical discrete pcH modeling
in the literature is performed by fully characterizing the
dissipating energy. An example is discussed in Section V to
illustrate the stabilizing performances of average passivity
based damping controllers in a comparative spirit with more
classical strategies. Concluding remarks are in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARIES
R and N denote, respectively, the set of real and natural
numbers including 0. For any vector v ∈ Rn , |v| and v >

define the norm and transpose of v respectively. Given a
square matrix R ≥ 0 and v ∈ Rn , the weighted square
seminorm is defined as kvk2R := v > Rv. For v, w ∈ Rn ,
hv, wi denotes the inner product, i.e. hv, wi = v > w. Id
denotes the identity function or identity matrix while I
denotes the identity operator. Given a real-valued function
V (·) : Rn → R assumed differentiable, ∇V represents its
gradient vector when ∇ denotes the Rn vector of partial
derivatives. Given a smoothP
vector field over Rn , the Lie
n
∂
. The arguments
operator is defined as Lf = i=1 fi (x) ∂x
i
of the functions are dropped when clear from the context.
A. Differential/Difference Representation
As discussed in [13], the following couple of equations
describe a nonlinear discrete-time single-input dynamics Σd
x+ = x + F0 (x)
(1a)
+
dx (u)
= G(x+ (u), u) with x+ (0) = x+
(1b)
du
where: F0 (·) is a Rn -valued smooth map and G(·, u) is
a vector field on Rn assumed complete; x+ (u) represents
a generic curve in Rn parameterized by u ∈ R. When
the initial condition x+ (0) is fixed according to (1a) with
x+ (0) = x+ = x + F0 (x), completeness of G(·, u) ensures
integrability of (1b) so recovering the usual representation
in the form of a map. Namely, for all (k, xk , uk ) ∈ N ×
Rn × R, equations (1) describe the one-step ahead discretetime dynamics: integrating (1b) for u ∈ [0, uk [ with initial
condition x+ (0) = xk + F0 (xk ), one recovers
Z uk
xk+1 = F (xk , uk ) = xk + F0 (xk ) +
G(x+ (v), v)dv.
0

(2)
+

Hence, x (uk ) := xk+1 represents the one-step ahead evolution while x+ (0) = x+ defines the one-step ahead evolution
under the drift F (x, 0) := x + F0 (x). For the equivalence
among (2) and (1) the interested reader is referred to [13].
From now on, to simplify the notations, when no confusion
arises the time arguments are dropped out.
Given a smooth mapping λ(·) : Rn → R, the one-step
ahead evolution of λ(·) along (1) can be computed through
an integral form as in (2); namely,
Z u
λ(x+ (u)) = λ(x+ (0)) +
LG(.,v) λ(x+ (v))dv.
(3)
0

B. Average passivity in discrete-time
The concept of average passivity has been introduced in
[16] to relax the necessity of a direct input/output link that is
unavoidable in discrete time to invoke passivity. Denoting by
Σd (h) the discrete-time system composed with the dynamics
(1) and an output map h(·, u) : Rn × R → R, the following
definition is recalled.
Definition 2.1 (u-average passivity): Given the dynamics
Σd (h), let for any pair (x, u) ∈ Rn ×R, the u-average output
map be defined as
Z
1 u
hav (x, u) :=
h(x+ (v), v)dv
(4)
u 0

with hav (x, 0) := h(x+ (0), 0) and x+ (0) = x + F0 (x).
It is said that Σd (h) is u-average passive if there exists a
positive semi-definite function S(·) : Rn → R≥0 (the storage
function) such that, for all (x, u) ∈ Rn × R
Z u
+
S(x (u)) − S(x) ≤
h(x+ (v), v)dv = uhav (x, u). (5)
0

It is worth mentioning that u-average passivity with respect
to h(·, u) is equivalent to usual passivity with respect to
hav (·, u).
In [15], the notion of u-average passivity from some
nominal control value ū ∈ R has been introduced to deal
with incremental-like passivity properties in discrete time.
The following definition is hence recalled.
Definition 2.2 (u-average passivity from ū): Σd (h) is uaverage passive from ū ∈ R if there exists a function S(·) :
Rn → R≥0 (the storage function) such that, for all (x, u) ∈
Rn × R, one verifies the inequality
Z u
LG(·,v) S(x+ (v))dv
∆S(x) =S(x+ (ū)) − S(x) +
ū
Z u
(6)
+
≤
h(x (v), v)dv
ū

with ∆S(x) := S(x+ (u)) − S(x) being the one step-ahead
increment.
u-average passivity from ū can be understood as u-average
passivity of the dynamics around a nominal ū; namely,
Z u
Z u−ū
h(x+ (v), v)dv =
h(x+ (ū + v), ū + v)dv.
ū

0

Defining the associated u-average output map
Z u
1
av
h(x+ (v), v)dv
hū (x, u) =
u − ū ū
the inequality (6) rewrites as ∆S(x) ≤ (u − ū)hav
ū (x, u) so
recovering, when ū = 0, classical u-average passivity.
Remark 2.1: u-average passivity from ū is strictly reminiscent of the notion of incremental passivity (see [17]).
It defines incremental-like passivity of the overall system
with respect to trajectories that are parameterized by different
inputs u rather than time. Moreover, contrarily to incremental
passivity, u-average passivity from ū is referred to the
influence of the incremental-like input ∆u = u − ū over
the same output trajectories.
The following notion is instrumental for asymptotic stabilization through average passive output damping [14].
Definition 2.3 (Zero-state detectability): Given Σd (h) let
x∗ ∈ Rn be an equilibrium and Z ∈ Rn be the largest
invariant set contained in {x ∈ Rn s.t. h(x+ (0), 0) = 0}.
Σd (h) is said zero-state detectable (ZSD) if x = x∗ is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium conditionally to Z.
C. Discrete gradient
The notion of discrete gradient has been extensively studied (see [3], [4], [18] and references therein) with insights
on numerical issues and facilities for computing it. In what
follows, the standard definition is considered.

Definition 2.4: Given a C r (r ≥ 2) real-valued function
H(·) : Rn → R, its discrete gradient is the vector-valued
¯
function ∇H(v,
w) : Rn × Rn → Rn defined as
i>
h
¯ wn
¯ w1 · · · ∇H
¯
¯ w = ∇H
∇H(v,
w) = ∇H
vn
v1
v
with
¯
∇H

wi
vi

=

1
wi − vi

Z

wi
vi

∂H(v1 , ..., vi−1 , ξ, wi+1 , ..., wn )
dξ.
∂ξ

so verifying
¯
H(w) − H(v) = (w − v)> ∇H

w
v

(7)

¯
with ∇H(v,
v) = ∇H(v).
Remark 2.2: When H(v) = 12 v > P v with square matrix
P ∈ Rn × Rn , then for any pair (v, w), one easily computes,
¯
∇H(v,
w) = 21 P (v + w).
III. D ISCRETE - TIME PORT- CONTROLLED H AMILTONIAN
Although in continuous time energy-based modeling and
control is a well consolidated approach exploiting Hamiltonian structures, in discrete time, discrete Hamiltonians have
been mainly involved for numerical facilities. More recently,
the discrete gradient operator has been suitably used to
capture energy exchanges in discrete-time so characterizing
power conservative or dissipative Hamiltonian discrete-time
structures which rely, in a sampling context, to suitable
approximations [6]–[12]. Herinafter, a novel differentialdifference representation of discrete port-controlled Hamiltonian systems is proposed. To this end, we start from
Hamiltonian gradient dynamics described in free evolution
in the standard implicit form
¯
x+ = x + [J(x) − R(x)]∇H

x+
x

(8)

n

with x ∈ R and n-dimensional matrix functions J(x) =
−J > (x) and R(x) = R> (x) ≥ 0 catching, respectively, the
(power-preserving) interconnection and dissipative structure
of the dynamics. The function H(·) : Rn → R defines the socalled Hamiltonian which is assumed bounded from below
and characterizes the energy of (8). Discrete-time Hamiltonian dynamics verify the required energy and structural
properties as recalled below.
Proposition 3.1: Consider the Hamiltonian dynamics (8)
with J(x) = −J > (x) and R(x) = R> (x) ≥ 0 and H(·) :
Rn → R≥0 being of class C r (r ≥ 2) and possessing an
equilibrium at x∗ ∈ Rn . Then, the following holds:
P1. the system is H(·)-dissipative that is
¯ xx+ k2R ≤ 0,
H(x+ ) − H(x) = −k∇H|

∀x ∈ Rn ;

Proof: By computing the forward difference of H(·)
¯ xx+ k2 = 0, one gets
along (8), and exploiting that k∇H|
J
¯ xx+ k2 so that P1 and P2 immediately
∆H(x) = −k∇H|
R
follow. Moreover,
H possesses a (local) extremum at x∗ so
x∗
¯
that ∇H
= ∇H(x∗ ) = 0 that is stable if H(x∗ ) = 0
x∗
and from P1 so that P3 follows. Finally, P4 follows from
the Barbashin-Krasovskii theorem.
In (8), the discrete gradient dynamics is implicitly defined.
It can be explicitly described through a suitably defined
function x + F0 (x) as in (1a). It might be tough to compute
such form which directly depends on the nonlinearity of the
Hamiltonian function except for some polynomial cases. As
an example, in the quadratic case, H(x) = 21 x> P x with
P = P > , the dynamics (8) can be explicitly computed
according to Remark 2.2 so getting
x+ = x + F0 (x)
1
1
= (I − [J(x) − R(x)]P )−1 (I + [J(x) − R(x)]P )x.
2
2
A. Discrete-Time pcH dynamics
In the present Differential Difference framework discretetime port-controlled Hamiltonian dynamics are defined as
follows
x+

¯
x+ = x + [J(x) − R(x)]∇H
(9a)
x
+
dx (u)
= G(x+ (u), u) with x+ (0) = x+
(9b)
du
with x ∈ Rn , free evolution (9b) as in (8) and controlled
evolution as in (1b).
Equivalently, a discrete-time pcH dynamics in the form of
a map can be deduced through integration of (9b) between
0 and u with initial condition x+ (0) = x+ so getting
x+

¯
x+ (u) = x + [J(x) − R(x)]∇H
+ ug(x, u)
(10)
x
Ru
where by definition ug(x, u) := 0 G(x+ (v), v)dv defines
the input source. The pcH dynamics (9) verifies well-defined
energy properties in terms of u-average passivity in straight
relation with the discrete gradient. As a matter of fact,
introducing the output map
h(·, u) = G> (·, u)∇H(·) = LG(·,u) H(·)

(11)

and exploiting the integral form (3) for computing the
forward difference ∆H(x) = H(x+ (u)) − H(x) of the
Hamiltonian along (9), one directly writes down the uaverage energy balance equality between two time steps as
Z u
+
¯ x k2R +
h(x+ (v), v)dv . (12)
∆H(x) = − k∇H
| {z }
|
{zx }
0
|
{z
}
stored energy
dissipated energy
supplied energy

P2. when R(x) = 0 the system is H(·)-conservative,
namely H(x+ ) − H(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ Rn ;
∗
¯
P3. if H(x∗ ) = 0 and ∇H(x
, x∗ ) = ∇H(x∗ ) = 0, x∗ is
a stable equilibrium;
∗
¯
P4. if H(x∗ ) = 0 and ∇H(x
, x∗ ) = ∇H(x∗ ) = 0, x∗
is an asymptotically stable equilibrium if the largest
¯
invariant set for which k∇H(x,
x+ )k2R = 0 is {x∗ }.

n

holding for all (x, u) ∈ R × R.
With this in mind the following theorem can be proved.
Theorem 3.1: Given a discrete pcH dynamics (9) (or,
equivalently, (10)) with output map h(·, u) defined in (11)
and Hamiltonian H(·) : Rn → R≥0 with H(x) > 0 for all
x ∈ Rn \{x∗ }, then the following holds:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

the dynamics (9) with output (11) is uaverage passive with dissipation rate d(x) :=
¯
k∇H(x,
x+ )k2R ≥ 0;
when R(x) ≡ 0, (9) is u-average lossless;
the average output associated to (11) according to
definition (4) takes the form
¯
hav (x, u) = g > (x, u)∇H

(iv)

x+ (u)
;
x+

(13)

the feedback u = γ(x) solution to the implicit
damping equality
¯
u + κg > (x, u)∇H

x+ (u)
x+

= 0,

κ>0

(14)

makes the closed-loop equilibrium x∗ of (9) (or,
equivalently, (10)) globally asymptotically stable
provided that ZSD with respect to h(·, u) holds.
Proof: (i) and (ii) follow from the energy dissipation
equality (12) that implies, as R(·) ≥ 0 and Proposition 3.1,
Z u
H(x+ (u)) − H(x) ≤
h(x+ (v), v)dv = uhav (x, u)
0

holding with a strict equality whenever R(·) = 0. Moreover,
one has ∆H(x) = H(x+ (u)) − H(x+ ) + H(x+ ) − H(x).
From Proposition 3.1, one has that H(x+ ) − H(x) =
¯ xx+ k2 whereas, by Definition 2.4, H(x+ (u)) −
−k∇H
R
+
+
¯ x+ (u) with, because of (10),
H(x ) = (x+ (u) − x+ )> ∇H
x
x+ (u) − x+ = g(x, u)u. Thus, one gets that ∆H(x) =
+
+
¯ x+ (u) . By equating the right¯ x k2 + ug > (x, u)∇H
−k∇H
R
x
x
hand sides of the above equality and (12), one gets that the
average output rewrites in terms of the discrete gradient as
Z
+
1 u
¯ x+ (u)
h(x+ (v), v)dv = g > (x, u)∇H
hav (x, u) =
x
u 0
so that (iii) follows. From the energy-balance equation (12)
and Proposition 3.1, because x∗ is a minimum of H(·),
we have that it is also a stable equilibrium for (10) when
u = 0. As a consequence, all feedbacks making the righthand side of (12) negative semi-definite ensure globally
asymptotic stability of the equilibrium provided ZSD holds.
As a consequence, the feedback solution to the damping
equality (14) makes ∆H(x) u=γ(x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ Rn
so that (iv) follows.
In Theorem 3.1, it is shown that, as usual in continuous
time, pcH systems come with a straightforward energy interpretation and direct passivity property. However, those features naturally involve, in discrete time, u-average passivity
arguments. Moreover, in this scenario, the u-average output
(13) rewrites in terms of the discrete gradient evaluated along
the controlled evolution of (10) in a way that is strictly
reminiscent of the continuous-time counterpart.
Remark 3.1: Theorem 3.1 expresses that the energy is
non-increasing (conservative) or decreasing (dissipative) up
to an isolated minimum of H(x) and the change of internal
energy is governed by both the energy-storage and energydissipation. Accordingly, a passivity-based stabilizing controller can be deduced by solving (14).

Remark 3.2: The stabilizing damping feedback u = γ(x)
is the implicit solution to the equality (14) whose solvability
is guaranteed by u-average passivity [16]. An exact solution
cannot be computed in general albeit approximations have
been proposed in [19], [20] by solving (14) around u = 0 so
getting u∗ = −κλ(x)g > (x, 0)∇H(x+F0 (x)) with a suitably
tuned gain λ(·) > 0. By passivation, those solutions preserve
global asymptotic stability in closed loop.
Remark 3.3: The u-average output (13) associated to (11)
recovers the discrete gradient of the energy H(·) defined
with respect to u differentiation instead of x as in Definition
Ru
+
¯ u H(x+ (u)) u
2.4; i.e. hav (x, u) = u1 0 dH(xdv (v)) dv = ∇
0
+

with by defintion of G(·, v), dx+ (v) = dxdv(v) dv =
G(x+ (v), v)dv.
Remark 3.4: The differential-difference representation (9)
of pcH dynamics easily extends to the multi-input case when
setting u = (u1 , · · · um )> ∈ Rm and defining the Rm output
av
>
m
vector hav (x, u) = (hav
with,
1 (x, u), · · · hm (x, u)) u∈ R
i
+
av
¯
for i = 1, . . . , m, hi (x, u) := ∇ui H(x (u)) 0 .
B. Input-affine dynamics with quadratic Hamiltonian
In this section, we detail our results to the class of discrete
pcH systems in input-affine form
+

¯ x + ug(x)
x+ (u) = x + [J(x) − R(x)]∇H
(15)
x
Ru
+
with by definition ug(x) := 0 G(x (v), v)dv and quadratic
Hamiltonian function H(x) = 21 x> P x with P = P > > 0.
We show that the feedback solution to (14), with a fixed gain
κ > 0, is also optimal with respect to the criterium
∞

1X
I=
l(xi ) + ||ui ||2 , l(·) ≥ 0.
(16)
2 i=0
Proposition 3.2: Consider the pcH dynamics (15) with
Hamiltonian H(x) = 21 x> P x with P > 0 and output map
h(x, u) = ∇H(x)G(x, u) then, there exists a unique solution
to the damping equality (14) which minimizes (16) with
||g > (x)P x+ ||2
.
1 + g > (x)P g(x)
Such a feedback is given by u = γ(x) with
¯
l(x) := 2k∇H(x,
x+ )k2R +

(17)

2κ∗ g > (x)P x+
(18)
2 + κ∗ g > (x)P g(x)
−1
and κ∗ = 1 + g > (x) P2 g(x)
.
Proof: The proof is constructive. The implicit form
(8) explicitly rewrites as x+ = x + F0 (x) = (I −
1
−1
(I + 12 A(x))x for A(x) = (J(x) − R(x))P so that
2 A(x))
av
h (x, u) = g > (x) P2 (ug(x) + 2x+ ). Solving the damping
equality (14) which returns u = −κhav (x, u) one gets
2κg > (x)P x+
γ(x) = − 2+κg
> (x)P g(x) . On the other hand, by defining
γ(x) = −

2

kuk
+
conH(x, u) = l(x)
2 + 2 + H(x (u)) − H(x) the optimal
g > (x)P x+
trol for (16) with (17) is provided by u∗ = − 1+g
> (x)P g(x)

= 0. Therefore, u∗ = γ(x) in (18) with
−1
gain fixed according to κ = κ∗ = 1 + g > (x) P2 g(x)
.
as solution to

∂H
∂u

u∗

IV. A N INSIGHT INTO THE DISSIPATING ENERGY
The energy-balance (12) emphasizes that the total stored
energy can be exactly split into the naturally dissipated and
supplied components. This is not the case when considering
the discrete pcH form more commonly adopted in the literature following approximate or sampling inspired approaches
[6]–[8], [21]. Let us discuss more in detail this aspect which
directly affects energy control design.
A more standard pcH-dynamics takes the form
¯
x+ (u) = x + [J(x) − R(x)]∇H

x+ (u)
x

+ ug̃(x, u)

(19)

which could be generalized to
¯
x+ (u) = x + [J (x, u) − R(x, u)]∇H

x+ (u)
x

x (u) 2
kR

¯
∆H(x) = − k∇H
x
| {z }
|
{z

stored energy

dissipation

}

+

¯ xx
+ ug̃ > (x, u)∇H|
|
{z

(u)

partial supplied energy

(21)

}

x+ (u` ) =x + [J(x) − R(x)
¯
− κg̃(x, u` )g̃ > (x, u` ))]∇H

x+ (u` )
x

so preserving the Hamiltonian structure. However, the resulting closed loop energy balance rewrites
u`

¯
= − k∇H

x+ (u` ) 2
kR
x

¯
− κkg̃ > (x, u` )∇H

x+ (u` ) 2
k .
x

The effect of damping is not clearly specified because of
the partial nature of passivity which makes reference to
the inner product uy` which does not represent the total
supplied energy. On the other hand, when referring to (10)
and u-average passivity, the inner product uhav (x, u) does
represent the total supplied energy. Then, the corresponding
damping feedback uav = −κhav (x, uav ) provides
∆H(x)

uav

¯
= −k∇H

x+ 2
kR
x

x+
x

¯
− κg(x, uav )g > (x, uav )∇H

x+ (uav )
.
x+

so emphasizing two discrete gradient parts with respect to
the free and controlled evolutions respectively.
Under which conditions are the advantages of both representations preserved in terms of energy split and preservation
of the structure under feedback? It is a matter of computations to verify that both representations are equivalent when

+
+
¯ x (u) − ∇H
¯ x + ug̃(x, u)
ug(x, u) = [J(x) − R(x)] ∇H
x
x

¯
− κkg > (x, uav )∇H

¯ x +ug(x, u), so clearly
with x+ (u) = x+[J(x)−R(x)]∇H
x
linking the structures of g(·, u) and g̃(·, u). The following
result holds.
Proposition 4.1: Consider the pcH dynamics (10) with
Hamiltonian H(·) : Rn → R≥0 and assume the existence
of ū as the solution to
¯
(J(x) − R(x))∇H

x+
x

+ g(x, ū)ū

¯
=(J (x, ū) − R(x, ū))∇H

where by construction the dissipated energy includes internal
dissipation (due to control-free dynamics) and an inputdependent component. It results that (21) deduced from (19)
does not emphasize the total energy supplied by the external
source and this enlightens a critical aspect when dealing with
energy-inspired control strategies.
To point this aspect, let us look at the results of the
passivity-based-like control actions deduced from the representations (19) and (10) respectively. Starting from (19),
partial passivity with respect to the output y` (x, u) =
+
¯ x (u) is straightforward from (21). Setting
g̃ > (x, u)∇H
x
u` = −κy` with κ > 0, one gets in closed loop

∆H(x)

¯
x+ (uav ) =x + [J(x) − R(x)]∇H

+

+ ug̃(x, u). (20)

These forms essentially differ from (10) where the discrete
gradient is used to represent the drift only. Note that, in
general, the additional input channel g̃(·, u) is assumed not
input-dependent as well as the damping and interconnection
terms (g̃(x, u) = g̃(x), J (x, u) = J(x) and R(x, u) =
R(x)). Using (19), the energy balance (12) rewrites as
+

which explicitly specifies the effect of damping. The feedback system (10) takes the form

x+ (uav ) 2
k
x+

x+ (ū)
x

(22)

+

¯ x + ūg(x, ū) and
with x+ (ū) = x + [J(x) − R(x)]∇H
x
properly defined matrices J (·, u) = −J > (·, u), R(·, u) =
R> (·, u) ≥ 0; then, the following holds:
(i)
J (·, u), R(·, u) solve the matching equation
+

¯ x (u) (23)
g ⊥ (x, u) (J (x, u) − R(x, u))∇H
x
+
¯ x =0
− (J(x) − R(x))∇H
x
with g ⊥ (·, u) such that g ⊥ (·, u)g(·, u) = 0;
(ii) the dynamics (10) with output (11) is u-average
passive from ū.
Proof: (i) immediately follows from the definition of ū.
For proving (ii), exploiting the differential-difference form
and u-average passivity, the one step ahead increment splits
as
Z u
∆H(x) = H(x+ ) − H(x) +
h(x+ (v), v)dv =
0
Z ū
Z u
+
+
H(x ) − H(x) +
h(x (v), v)dv +
h(x+ (v), v)dv.
0

ū

By definition of ū as solution to (22), one gets
Z ū
+
+
H(x (ū)) − H(x) = H(x ) − H(x) +
h(x+ (v), v)dv
0
x+ (ū) 2
kR .
x

¯
satisfying H(x (ū)) −R H(x) = −k∇H
One gets
u
+
+
H(x (u)) − H(x) ≤ ū h(x (v), v)dv so proving (ii).
The above proposition allows to explicit the part of the
supplied energy that is structurally dissipated by the system.
Also, passivity can be deduced in a very natural way by
recurring to u-average passivity around ū solution to (22).
Such a nominal dummy input is intuitively revealing the
component of the source u (and thus the one of (9)) whose
energy is intrinsically dissipated by the dynamics.
+

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
A new formalization for pcH dynamics is introduced in
terms of discrete gradient. Damping controllers are thus
described making reference to a u-average passivating output. Further works concern the development of new energy
shaping and damping assignment strategies [7], [11], [12]
and the preservation of these forms under sampling.
R EFERENCES

Fig. 1.

Simulations for x0 = col( 3π
, 0)
4

V. A N ACADEMIC EXAMPLE
We consider the pcH dynamics
1
(24)
x+ (u) = x + (J − R(x1 ))(x+ (u) + x) + Bu
2
with H(x) = 12 x> x, x = col(x1 , x2 ) and, for µ > 0




 
0 1
0
0
0
J=
, R(x1 ) =
,
B
=
.
−1 0
0 µ(1 − x21 )2
1
It is a matter of computation to verify that (24) is equivalent
to the form (10) as
1
x+ (u) = x + (J − R(x1 ))(x+ + x) + g(x1 )u
(25)
2
with x+ = (I − A(x1 ))−1 (I + A(x1 ))x, g(x1 ) = (I −
A(x1 ))−1 B and A(x1 ) = 12 (J − R(x1 )). As a consequence
of Theorem 3.1, (24) is u-average passive with u-average
output (13) hav (x, u) = g > (x1 )(x+ + 12 g(x1 )u) with the
stabilizing feedback solution to (14) of the form
u=−

κg > (x1 )
x+ , κ > 0
1 + κ2 g > (x1 )g(x1 )

(26)

globally asymptotically stabilizing the origin of (24).
Remark 5.1: The feedback
discussed
in Section IV is
>
−1
1 ))
given by u` (x) = − κB1+(I−A(x
x
computed
from the
κ
>
2 B g(x1 )
1 > +
output y` (x, u) = 2 B (x (u) + x) and κ ≥ 0.
Figure 1 details the simulation results of the u-average
passivity-based feedback (26) computed over (24). The results are compared to the feedback reported in Remark 5.1
for the same gain κ = 10. The initial conditions are set to
x0 = col( 3π
4 , 0) while µ = 0.8. Simulations reveal that the
proposed stabilizing feedback is indeed stabilizing the origin
with smooth trajectories and limited control effort while
guaranteeing a non-increasing Hamiltonian. In addition, it
shows that the new feedback proposed in Theorem 3.1 is
positively comparable the standard passivity-based feedback
in [7], [8] for pcH dynamics even under different outputs.
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